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Abstract  

Joox Application is more interesting from the other media. English songs can find in this 

application with these lyrics. After hear the songs, the students can think what the singer says and 

write down in their book then they are also can check the lyrics in this application. It can be a great 

way to live up listening activities and be an interesting activities and more effective. Most of 

Students from English Education Batch’17 said that listening to English songs can improve the 

ability in listening skill. 
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INTRODUCTION  

“You raised me up, so I can stand on mountains, You raised me up..” 

Are you familiar with the song “You Raised Me Up” the singer is Josh Groban. He is 

American singer. He earned his first Grammy nomination in 2005 for his single "You 

Raise Me Up" in the Best Male Pop Vocal Performance category. He stated that “I always 

study the lyric, make sure that I know what I’m singing, and try to get the pronunciation as 

perfect as possible” from this statement we could conclude that he could be successful not 

only for his hard work, but also his effort to study the lyric and try to get the pronunciation 

as perfect as possible.  

Teaching using a song in learning pronunciation will certainly provide more benefits and 

pleasure. Music is one of good media that help the students enhance their language 

acquisition. The use of song in teaching learning process influences the atmosphere in the 

classroom, and the teacher’s and students’ feeling to be better. It also motivates students in 

the process of teaching learning.  

All of people in the world  dependence  on technology as a lifestyle, with  technology  they  

can  access  various information and  interact  with  anyone, anywhere and anytime. On the 

other hand, technology can take a few hours of their time when 'chatting' or when using 

other applications. This tends to make them divert time which should be used for other 

activities that are more useful like learning.  
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Nowadays, listening music becomes the activity which is liked by the young people [1]. 

There are so many music streaming application that can help them listening music 

everywhere. Joox becomes the music streaming application which commonly used by 

young people to listen to the music. Some of them use Joox to listen to the inter-local 

music. Not only provides the audio, Joox also provides the lyrics of the song. Those 

services can become an interesting way to enhance vocabulary and listening skill [2]. Some 

of the learners find the hard way to catch the vocabulary when they listen to the audio. 

Based on the researchers’ observation, this problem caused by the method of the listening 

class that less attractive, so they need the interesting way in listening [3], [4]. 

This article focuses on the influence listening English song to improve the listening ability 

especially in listening class. Listening is very important because it is one of the skill that 

should mastered in learning English language. If people have mastered listening skill, they 

will learn English language fluently [5]–[7]. Through this research, people who will learn 

English language, especially people who will improve the listening skill can choose the 

suitable way to do it and the way is not difficult, so the learner can learn English language 

especially in listening skill easily. The English song can be the good way to learn listening 

skill because usually people like to listen to the song and song is media that easy to find [8]. 

JOOX Music Application is an application which completed with many kinds of genre 

music especially English that can give the students motivation to learn. It concluded by 

lyrics thatcan help students’ in understanding vocabulary. By using this application, the 

researcher hopes the students’ can enjoy to listen the music while identify the new 

vocabulary by read the lyrics that conclude in the inside of application. 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

According to Mandasari (2016), “listening is considered as an important ability that has to 

be mastered. How well someone listens has a major impact on the quality of their 

relationship with others”. It means that listening is the ability to understand the messages 

being expressed by the speaker through the sound. On the other hand, songs or piece of 

music change “atmosphere” in the classroom. Songs are important teaching tools in 

teaching EFL (English Foreign Language) because as most teachers find out, students love 

listening to the music in the language classroom [10], [11]. Students often hold strong 

views about music and students who are usually quiet can become very talkative when 
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discussing it. So, the students should have a great motivation to increase their listening 

ability [12]–[14].  

Almost everyone loves music. It is a part of our language and life from before birth 

onwards. As babies, we hear lullabies. As young children we play, sing and dance to a 

myriad of nursery rhymes [1], [5] . As adolescents, we are consumed by the beat of 

popular music artists worldwide. As adults, every form of advertising we hear, every 

special event we experience, is in part, music. Music pervades television, movies, theater, 

and even the nightly news [15], [16]. When we exercise, when we work, when we play, 

when we worship and even when we die, music is there to reinforce or alter or every mood 

and emotion. 

Listening is the skill that felt difficult to be master by the students. Because it needs more 

attention and high concentration to comprehend the sounds [17], [18]. Considering that 

problems, the study to describe how Joox application is oriented towards the following 

purpose they are is to describe Joox Application help students’ Listening Ability and To 

describe what kinds of difficulties the students face in listening class using Joox 

application. This thesis using questionare and checklist as research method.  

There are many causes why the students difficult in the listening skills. First, when the 

native singer is singing an English song, they usually sing with the  high speed [19], [20]. 

It is too fast for the students to follow the rythm. When they are listening this song, the 

students can not choose a comfortable listening speed. They have to keep pace with the 

speaker’s thinking process.  

Second, the materials on the song are usually sounded by native speaker. There are 

different accents, difficult idioms and unfamiliar language chunks in their speaking [18], 

[21], [22]. So, the students may not be used to the accents of the foreign people. It is hard 

for them to understand what the native speakers sound.  

Nowadays, English are used by everyone, everywhere, and whenever. In learning English 

sometimes the students are bored with certain teaching atmosphere and less motivated [7], 

[23]. There are various techniques used for teaching language skills: Listening, Writing, 

reading, and speaking. There are any various medias used for teaching English and 

improve their Listening skill which could make the students feel interest to learning 

process and enjoy it [24], [25]. 

The teachers should be creative when they are teaching English. In general, many teachers 

still teach by using traditional method and media [26]–[28]. The students need an 
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interesting media and technique that can make them feel enjoy and easily to get the point 

of the lesson. One of media that can be used in teaching listening is the  popular 

application in android cell phone [29]–[31]. It is Joox Application. This application 

provides teachers with excellent resources for improving language skills, such as listening. 

The purpose of this research is intends to know whether the Joox Application is the good 

way to improve the listening skill or not? 

METHOD  

This paper was written with descriptive qualitative approach about the influence of 

listening English song to improve listening skill. This paper written to know the influence 

of listening English song to improve listening skill and how the English song can be media 

to improve listening skill. 

To get descriptive result, the researcher conducted an interview with students from English 

Education Batch’17 to determine whether using English song can improve the listening 

skill or not. The student majoring in English education in fifth semester which researcher 

assumes already have the ability to listen and have experience in learning English, 

especially have experience in learning to acquire the ability to listen. Most of them said 

that they agree if using English song can improve their ability of listening skill. Because 

they think that through listen song they can be enjoy and also they can studied from song 

that they heard. If someone is not accustomed to listen, then when that person is in a class 

listening then that person will be difficult to get the contents of what is in an existing text. 

Therefore, in order to easily understand the existing text, someone needs to get used to 

train the ability to listen. The ability to listen is very important to master especially in 

learning English because listening is one skill that must be mastered in learning English 

[32]–[34]. 

When a person listening English song, their ears will unconsciously accustomed to hearing 

so that when it is in a class listening, someone who is already accustomed to listening song 

will be easier to obtain the intent of what was spoken by the narrator [35], [36]. After 

getting the song that like, people listen to the song that have find and try to know the word 

that said in that song. After know the word that said in the song clearly, people can find the 

meaning of the word. After know meaning the word, people will get the new vocabularies. 

Besides that, with listening to English song, people also know the right pronunciation of 
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word that should said because the speaker of the English song is native speaker of English. 

With listening the English song, people will usual to listen and it can sharpen the ears to 

listen.  It shows that song can be media to improve listening skill. 

This part contains the type of research, time and place of research, target / target, research 

subject (population and sample), procedures, instruments and data analysis techniques as 

well as other matters related to the way of research. Methods can be written in sub-sections, 

with sub-subheading. Subtitles do not need to be notated, but are written in lower case with 

a capital letter, TNR-12 unbold, flat left. For example can be seen below. The research 

method is written in full and detail so that it can be repeated by others (reproducible). The 

common methods should not be written in detail. This part contains research design, data 

collecting technique, data sources or participants, and data analysis technique. This part 

should have 10-15% proportion of the manuscript.  

In this part, research sample need to be clearly explained in this section. It is also necessary 

to write down techniques for obtaining subjects (qualitative research) and/or sampling 

techniques (quantitative research). Procedure should be described according to the type of 

research. How research is carried out and data obtained, needs to be described in this 

section. For experimental research, the type of design (experimental design) used should be 

written in this section. Types of data, how data is collected, with instruments where data is 

collected, and how technical the collection is, should be explained clearly in this section. 

Then, how to interpret the data obtained, in relation to problems and research objectives, 

needs to be explained clearly. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The purpose of this research want to know and find out some opinion about using joox 

application can increase their ability in listening skill. Here the researcher try to find the 

fact that the joox application can improve the ability of listening skill or not? In order to 

answer the question above the researcher already give the questionnaire to Students of  

English Education Batch’17 that they are agree if the joox application can improve their 

ability in listening skill. Almost students knew and had ever listened song by Joox 

application. Students looked like it because usually they only did doing listening lesson by 

using common audio. Researcher  also asked students who ever listened by using Joox 

application, and almost all of them answered ‘ever and often’, they said that there was 
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many latest and popular song in Joox Application.  This relay that using joox application 

can make the students interest with the media itself and enjoy with the teaching learning 

process through joox application in listening skill.  

Listening skill is a process in language skill that needs practice by using audio/technology 

such as a research done by Embi and Latiff (2004) in using E-learning as a tool for 

learning ESL. After practicing, the students agreed that comprehension of listening ability 

had been increased significantly. 

Joox Application is more interesting from the other media. English songs can find in this 

application with these lyrics. After hear the songs, the students can think what the singer 

says and write down in their book then they are also can check the lyrics in this application. 

It can be a great way to live up listening activities and be an interesting activities and more 

effective. 

Through this research, people who will learn English language, especially people who will 

improve the listening skill can choose the suitable way to do it and the way is not difficult, 

so the learner can learn English language especially in listening skill easily. The English 

song can be the good way to learn listening skill because usually people like to listen to the 

song and song is media that easy to find. 

The implementation of JOOX application for Listening skill in listening subject 

Teachers have a big role to make learning activities will run well. The teachers should be 

creative when they are teaching English. In general, many teachers still teach by using 

traditional method and media. The students need an interesting media and technique that 

can make them feel enjoy and easily to get the point of the lesson. There are many media 

used to improve listening skill, people can improve the listening skill through song as 

media. One of media that can be used in teaching listening is the popular application in 

android cell phone. It is Joox Application. This application provides teachers with 

excellent resources for improving language skills, such as listening. People can listen the 

song and after listening the song, they can try their ears to learn listening. To apply song as 

media to improve listening skill, the first that should people do is search the English song 

that they like. People should search the English song that like because if people who will 

improve the listening skill using the English song which did not like, it will be difficult to 
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learn the listening skill through that song [37]. Song that like every people are different, 

there are people like to listen song that slow, and there are people like to listen song that 

fast song, and the genre of music that liked by someone with other people are different too. 

After getting the song that like, people listen to the song that have find and try to know the 

word that said in that song. After know the word that said in the song clearly, people can 

find the meaning of the word. After know meaning the word, people will get the new 

vocabularies. Besides that, with listening to English song, people also know the right 

pronunciation of word that should said because the speaker of the English song is native 

speaker of English. With listening the English song, people will usual to listen and it can 

sharpen the ears to listen.  It shows that song can be media to improve listening skill. 

According to some student in English Education Batch’17 said that, the English songs that 

suitable to train the ability in listening is song that slow in English pronunciation and quiet 

songs because listeners will be easier to understand and can know the spoken vocabulary. 

Student from English Education Batch’17 also said that in listening English songs, 

someone will be able to know how the pronunciation of English vocabulary correctly 

because the singer who singing is native speaker, beside that the listener also can know the 

linking sound of the word. 

Most of Students from English Education Batch’17 said that listening to English songs can 

improve the ability to listen because through listening to English song, someone wants to 

know the content of the song. So, when listening to the song, someone is not only listened, 

but also wants to know its contents and with a sense of curiosity that, then someone who 

listening to English song will try to find the meaning of vocabulary words in the song. 

According to the informant, the English songs that suitable to train the ability to listen is an 

English song for the song you like, then someone will surely be happy to learn to train the 

ability to listen. According to the informant, the ability that can get when listened English 

song is pronunciation, grammar, speaking, and vocab. It will help in improving listening 

skills. 

From the survey that have been conducted by the researcher conclude that listening to 

English song can help in improving the ability of listening. When listening to English song, 

our ears will be used to capture the sound of song, so that when it is in a class listening, 

someone who is already accustomed to listening English song, they will be easier to 
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understand the text of existing listening. When listening to song especially English song, 

people who listen will get more vocabularies in English because when listening to English 

song, someone who listen will get new vocabulary and are not aware that vocabulary will 

be recorded in the memory and while in class listening. 

CONCLUSION  

Researcher can conclude  that listening English song can improve the listening skill 

because song can be media to improve listening skill. When someone learn about English 

language, they should comprehend in listening skill because listening is one of skill that 

must comprehend in learning English language. Listening to English song can add the 

vocabularies, improve pronunciation, and can make comprehend in listening skill and there 

is way to improve listening skill. Vocabularies can be obtained because people will usual 

to listen the English word and it can add new vocabularies [38]–[40]. Improve 

pronunciation can obtained because when listen English song, the singer usually is native 

speaker of English and they will pronounce English well. So that people can use the 

English song to improve the ability.  
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